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Building on recent developments in biblical studies, this book introduces the prophetic literature of

the Old Testament against the background of today's postmodern context and crisis of meaning.

Pulsating with anxiety over the empire--Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian--the prophet corpus is a

disturbing cultural expression of lament and chaos. Danger, disjunction, and disaster bubble

beneath the surface of virtually every prophetic text. Sometimes in denial, sometimes in despair,

and sometimes in defiance, the readers of this literature find themselves living at the edge of time,

immediately before, during, or after the collapse of longstanding symbolic, cultural, and geo-political

structures. These written prophecies not only reflect the social location of trauma, but are also a

complex response. More specifically, prophetic texts are thick meaning-making maps, tapestries of

hope that help at-risk communities survive.
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I believe that the intent or goal of "You Are My People" was simply to guide the reader to a better

understanding of what the Prophetic Text truly is and how it can relate to their lives, even in the

modern world. This book does not attempt to force a specific doctrine or way of thinking on the

reader. Instead, through dialogue and numerous examples (both from the Bible and in the modern

world), the authors are able to paint a picture or perhaps a view of how to look at and interpret the

prophetic text. I believe that this book truly calls for the reader to be engaged with and immersed in

the Bible itself, you cannot merely read "You Are My People" as the primary text... instead it pushes



you to strive to make the Bible the primary text, and to use the book itself as it's supplement. There

is much thought and careful reason throughout this entire book. And the author's go through great

lengths to get their point across. One of the amazing things of this book is the fact that these are

very controversial issues that are being discussed (mainly justice and hope in the midst of suffering)

and yet never once does the reader ever feel ambushed or forced into believing something. The

issues are controversial... but the arguments are attacked not the reader themselves so it makes it

easier to engage in the reading. The main case (or idea) of this book is the concept that the

prophetic text sought to show that there is hope in liberation, hope in suffering, and even hope

against hope. The prophetic text taken at face value can seem extremely hopeless at times, and

even depressing or dark... and yet when one searches past face value for the true meaning they

realize that they are in reality so much more than that. The prophetic writings are deep and

meaningful.
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